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140 delicious, healthy recipes for dark, leafy greens that may please your palate and motivate you
to clean your plate, including vegan, vegetarian, and gluten-free options. Kale and collards don’
Small Meals and Snack foods: Avocado and Watercress Tartine, Grilled Cheese and Tomato
Sandwich with Kimchi, Poached Eggs in a Nest of Bacon-Wilted Kale • Main Dishes: Red Beans
and Smoky Greens, Kale-Smothered Pork Chops with Carrot and Apple, Tortelloni with Broccoli
Rabe Florets •atar  Eat your greens,” and although we know they’  t taste good. Fear no
more!ordered.re good for us, many people are afraid that they earned’ Acclaimed cookbook author
and blogger Dana Jacobi expands your culinary repertoire and introduces the fifteen Power
Greens—from arugula to watercress—that are loaded with health-helping nutrients and phytochemicals
that enhance vitality, even while protecting against diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and high blood
pressure, fortifying eyes and muscles, even making your skin glow. Jacobi also shares simple
cooking techniques that help you prepare these super veggies quickly. Including main meals and
hearty salads, dips, spreads, snacks, and also drinks, THE ENERGY Greens Cookbook gives
myriad mouthwatering vegetable-centric quality recipes. •   Soups: Cabbage and Brussels Sprouts
Soup, Spinach Gazpacho with Walnuts, Hoppin’ Salads: Caesar Salad with Parmesan Chickpeas,
Tuscan Kale Salad with Pomegranate Seeds and Walnuts, Beets and Beet Greens with Citrus
Dressing • John Stew with Mustard Greens • Rising stars include romaine and parsley, Brussels
sprouts and beet greens, and more.t need to be the only greens on your shopping list anymore.
Side Dishes and Condiments: Carrots with Crazy Arugula Pesto, French Lettuce Stir-Fry, Tahini
Creamed Spinach, Kale Za’ But say what “ From the cruciferous and crunchy to the leafy and
light, The Power Greens Cookbook is just what the doctor—Shown in dozens of tantalizing photos,
these dishes are sure to become mainstays in your kitchen for weeknight family members meals,
casual interesting, and elegant dinner parties.as well as your taste buds— The Power Greens
Cookbook provides go-to quality recipes that are both nutritious and delicious.
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Great read. *** LANGUAGE ***Plain English.. And this book helps since it opens a world of ways to
do this beyond the most common raw salad.This is going to be a mixed review.. This book is very
good! I used this as a raffle item for a demonstration I gave at my garden golf club and it has
received raving testimonials. Everybody said the dishes were easy to follow and the reserve
sparked creativity to greatly help feed family greens who do not normally desire to eat them.Bottom
level LineFour stars out of five. Can't wait around to try the laundry like Tuscan Kale with Raisins
and Pine Nuts, Roasted Brussels Sprouts with Miso-Orange Splash, and Nice Potato and Collard
Greens Casserole. Amazing recipes This book is great, so much to understand still but right when
you start reading it you can begin incorporating these procedures and recipes in your daily life.The
writer also has taken pains to use icons to indicate if the meal is vegetarian, or vegan, or could be
prepared in thirty minutes or less. Done well! An inspired read.recommend Four Stars Informational
and helps one to shop for the best quality of product.. Simply please be polite. I really like green
veggies, so this reserve did both. Lots of great guidelines, interesting recipes and issues that
influenced me to re-look at how I could prepare dishes. Love it! Dana Jacobi did it again. The
photos also are nice. A few of her other cookbooks like 12 Best Foods are my favorite. I am a real
lover of greens. Most of them don't appeal to my taste. Therefore, it is only partially useful to me. I
can feel the difference when I include at least one or more of these foods in my intake every day.
It's divided into sections by vegetable. Excellent, Engaging Writing Extolling Benefits of 15 'Power
Green' Vegetables, but.... Everybody said the quality recipes were easy to check out and the book
sparked creativity to help . The writing is great and helpful, and the article writer does a good job
explaining the advantages of the power greens. I am quite a long time lover of Dana Jacobi's
healthy quality recipes. One a time of these recipes will make you healthier.The foodstuffs. Although
not really a vegetarian cookbook, it provides loads of options for my vegetarian family members.
Mind you, that is my personal determination, but it is certainly my honest opinion. Tasty ways to get
healthier Of the near 150 Kindle cookbooks I've, this is one of my favorites.Comments relating to
your opinion of this book or of my review, whether favorable or unfavorable, are always welcome.
In the event that you buy the reserve predicated on my review and be disappointed, especially, I do
wish to know that and I wish to know how I can improve as a publication reviewer. I'm constantly
looking for ideas when it comes to making healthy eating interesting.Thank you..! This is a beautiful
full color reserve....of some greens and this gave me a lot of new ways to prepare, store and serve!
Five Stars Great book. Figure out how to cook, store and purchase greens!... I'm gald I got it.. Worth
reading. Love it! This book is good. It's divided into sections by vegetable This book is good.
Prematurily . to be preparing Thanksgiving meal, but I got lots of ideas. BUT, getting vegan, I desire
that all of the recipes had been vegan. There are 140 healthy dishes for soups, salads, main dishes,
sides meals, and snacks. The layout and photography is beautiful, though.
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